National Championship Beef Quiz Bowl Team

Pictured L-R: Dave Nichols, Teaching Coordinator, Bain Wilson, Anna Pesta, Hyatt Frobose, Clem Neely, and Ken Odde, Department Head.

Quiz Bowl team members participate in the competition at the National Cattlemen’s Beef Association meeting in San Antonio. Timekeeper: Chelsea Good
(Photos courtesy of Ken Odde.)
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Dirk Maier, Department Head-Grain Science & Industry (L) and Dave Nichols, Animal Sciences & Industry Teaching Coordinator (R) visit with Chuck Warta prior to the presentation.

Chuck Warta (above) and Larry Whipple (below) from Cargill Animal Nutrition discuss employment opportunities with a large crowd of students in McKee Auditorium.

Students listen intently to the presentation.

Fred Fairchild, Professor, Grain Science & Industry, assists students with pizza and cookies.
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